**SELECT YOUR CLASSES**

**ALL CAMP WELLNESS**

All students participate in coordination with their first class!

---

**SUMMER MUSIC CLINIC Calendar**

Color Indicates Performance/Presentation Based Course. Find the matching color for courses offered more than once. Please circle one class per period on the chart below to choose your Summer Music Clinic experience. Please refer to the class descriptions on pages 4 & 5 for information about each class.

---

### PERIOD A
8:00-8:50am
**BAND**

### PERIOD B
9:05-9:55am
** STRING TECHNIQUES CLASSES**
- Violin
- Viola
- Cello
- Bass
- Harp
- Guitar
- Piano

### PERIOD C
10:10-11:00am
**CHORE**

### PERIOD D
11:15-12:05pm
** ORCHESTRA**

### PERIOD E
1:20-2:10pm
**ACTING FOR MUSICIANS**

### PERIOD F
2:25-3:15pm
**DRUMLINE**

### PERIOD G
3:30-4:20pm
---

**LUNCH**
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Each day of Summer Music Clinic: Senior Session is 8 a.m. - 4:20 p.m., with seven hours of classes or rehearsals (Periods A-G) and a lunch break at 12:15 p.m.